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ABSTRACT
Blast is one of the most serious diseases of rice plants in temperate regions, and it has been found to occur
frequently in the rainfed lowlands and uplands in the tropics. Japan International Research Center for
Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS) has been conducting the research project, titled “Blast Research Network
for Stable Rice Production,” to solve this problem since 2006. Under the research network, an international
differential variety set (DVs: monogenic lines) for 23 blast resistance genes; Pish, Pib, Pit, Pia, Pii, Pi3,
Pi5(t), Pik-s, Pik-m, Pi1, Pik-h, Pik, Pik-p, Pi7(t), Pi9(t), Piz, Piz-5, Piz-t, Pita-2, Pita, Pi12(t), Pi19(t), and
Pi20(t), and the methods of evaluation for reaction patterns of DVs against blast isolates and designation
of blast races, are commonly used among participating nations (Korea, China, Vietnam, Philippines,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Kenya, and Japan), international agricultural institutes (IRRI
and AfricaRice), and university (Yunnan Agricultural U., China). The genetic variations of blast races and
of resistance in rice cultivars have been clarified in each country and at the global level. These genetic
variations of blast races and of resistance in rice cultivars differ dramatically among the countries, with
Japan showing the lowest diversities and south Asia showing the highest. Additionally, highly virulent blast
races were found to be distributed at high frequencies in West Africa and northeast China. Additionally, the
differential system consisting of DVs and standard differential blast isolates was also developed in each
institute, becoming one of many achievements from pathological studies. The differential system is a basic
tool for the characterization of resistance genes in rice cultivars and the pathogenicity of blast isolates.
Using the differential system developed in each institute, genetic improvement of leading rice cultivars is
being conducted through introduction of partial resistance genes, such as pi21, PB1, Pi34, Pi35, and Pi38.
Multiline varieties with genetic backgrounds of Indica Group rice cultivars, IR 64 and IR 49830-7-1-2-2,
are also being developed.These differential systems, leading rice cultivars introduced with partial resistance
genes, and multiline varieties, will be the key materials toward development of a durable protection system,
which will be implemented in harmony with environmental conditions and contributing to sustainability in
rice cultivation.
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